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Problem:
Asbestos removal is very complex and bureaucratically
demanding activity according to the Italian asbestos ban law
257/92. Each remediation of Asbestos Containing Materials
requires the drafting of a Work Plan containing generic and
specific information that entails an administrative commit-
ment and correspondence between companies and Health and
Safety Units of the public Regional Health System. Same
problems are encountered for the annual report to be sent to
the Regional Health System according to the article 9 of the
cited law.
Description of the Problem:
The Tuscan Health System developed a computerized
procedure that allows direct contact between companies and
Health and Safety Units, and at the same time a better
monitoring of the entire remediation process without produ-
cing documentation on paper.
Results:
After one year experimentation involving 50 companies, the
procedure underwent a regional regulatory provision. From
year 2016 the procedure went to operation and companies had
to upload all data on the regional web site. To date 590
companies used it registering 113749 Work Plans on
remediation works. The procedure allows to compile auto-
matically the annual report summarizing the work done
during the previous year: approximately 250 reports arrive per
year. The procedure is now slowly spreading over the national
territory.
Lessons:
Through a computerized procedure, companies and Health
and Safety Units are facilitated in carrying out Asbestos
Containing Material remediation works in complete safety for
workers and environment, as well as savings time and costs. It
could be used in other countries considering that the asbestos
remediation is widespread throughout Europe and beyond.
Key messages:
� The computerized procedure guarantees great economic

savings for companies and the Health and Safety Units.
� It allows a control of the remediation process, countering

illegal activities on these wastes.
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Introduction:
In recent years, Public Health devoted a growing interest to
housing conditions. In particular, housing dimensions and
functional characteristics are relevant, mainly considering
population ageing and disability. Aim of the study is to
compare housing standards of some European countries to
analyse their ability to satisfy new population needs.
Methodology:
The dwellings dimensional standards of 9 European countries
(Sweden, UK, Denmark, The Netherlands, France, Germany,
Portugal, Spain and Italy) are compared. From the websites of
the official channels of the various countries the regulations
have been downloaded. The standards have been compared.
Results:
A wide variability in the dimensions of room among the
standards is observed (e.g. single room: from 9 sqm in Italy, to

7 sqm in France, to the absence of any limit in UK, Germany -
Hesse and Denmark). Italian and French regulations define
housing dimension considering the room use (eg. bed or living
room) and the number of people. The Swedish regulation
provides performance requirements and functional indications
but does not specify the minimum dimensions of habitable
rooms. The rooms’ minimum height varies between the
standards. In Italy and Portugal, the minimum height of the
ceiling is intended to be 2.70 m, while in the other nations the
minimum heights vary from 2.60 m in the Netherlands to no
limit in UK.
Conclusions:
A diverse approach among European Countries is observed:
from a market-oriented logic (e.g., UK), in which minimum
dimensions are not defined, to a prescriptive one (Italy), to a
functionality-oriented (the Netherlands). The regulations of
some Countries are health-oriented especially for most fragile
social classes, since, defining larger dimensional standard, they
reduce the risk of overcrowding, indoor air pollution and
mental distress. However, considering the health, social,
environmental and economic trends, many of these standards
should be revised.
Key messages:
� Optimal housing standards promote the health and well-

being of occupants.
� Healthy housing, healthy people.
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Introduction:
Scientific evidence stresses that more walkable neighborhoods
are linked to increased physical activity. Walking Suitability
Index of the territory (T-WSI) is an easy method, already
validated, to evaluate the walkability on the basis of direct
observation. Aim of the study is to compare the walkability
indices obtained in three urban neighborhoods of the city of
Rome in 2009 and 2019, to evaluate whether the urban
redevelopment interventions, performed in the decade, do
really promote walkability.
Methods:
An audit, through T-WSI, is carried out for each street of a
neighborhood. T-WSI audit evaluates 12 indicators subdivided
into 4 categories: practicability, safety, urbanity, pleasurable-
ness. The weighted analysis of these indicators gives an overall
score of the actual usability of the neighborhood. In this study,
2 different trained surveyors, evaluated T-WSI in three
neighborhoods of Rome (San Saba, Sacco Pastore and
Tufello-Val Melaina), which differ in socio-economic condi-
tions. Average scores have been compared using t-student.
Results:
A considerable improvement was observed in the Sacco
Pastore neighborhood final weighted scores (T-WSI scores:
from 53.6 in 2009 to 68.3 in 2019, with an increase of 14.7%
(p < 0.005). All categories improved, although Safety (T-WSI
scores: from 35.0 to 59.3; increase of 24.3% - p < 0.005) and
Pleasurableness (T-WSI scores: from 48.5 to 61.4; increase of
12.9% - p < 0.005) show the greatest improvements. It is
mainly due to redevelopment works carried out in the
neighborhood in the last 10 years, mainly aimed to increase
citizen’s perceived safety (e.g. signs, crossing protection
devices, traffic lights, greenery management) and to remove
architectural barriers.
Conclusions:
The results show T-WSI is a useful tool in order to measure the
effectiveness of the interventions already realized at local level,
but it could also contribute to making decisions to develop
regeneration projects for degraded areas of the cities.
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Key messages:
� Physical Activity must become a priority and part of a daily

routine.
� Healthy cities, healthy people.
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The occurrence of residual drugs in sewage and natural waters
is an important international topic. The behavior of com-
pounds in the environment and sewage treatment plants
(ETEs) is influenced by their physicochemical properties,
which govern partition in water, soil or biota.
The present study aims to identify the presence of clonazepan,
simvastatin, paracetamol, atenolol, carbamazepine and fluox-
etine drugs in biosolid from TEE before and after the
composting process.
Based on the Environmental Protection Agency’s Structure-
Activity Relationship Model (ECOSAR) Program (EPA), and
according to ZAGATTO (2006), the octanol/water partition
coefficient (Kow) observed for ibuprofen drugs, fluoxetine and
sinvastanin was 3.97, 3.82 and 4.68, respectively, denoting its
bioaccumulation potential, which does not happen with the
other compounds, as they present logKow < 3, being log kow =
0.03 for atenolol; 2.3 for carbamazepine; 0.49 for paracetamol
and 2.53 for clorazepam.
AQUINO, 2013, mentions that drugs with logKow < 2.5 have
high hydrophylycity and low absorption trend in biomass and
lipid fractions of suspended solids. For Log Kow values
between 2.5 and 4.0, there is a moderate tendency of
absorption in these matrices.
Data on ecotoxicity, provided by the ECOSAR program,
indicate the effects observed in fish, at the concentration of
30 mg/L for Sinvastatin and 20mg/L for Fluoxetine.
The agricultural use of biosolids is a controversial subject due
to the potential adverse impacts on human health. In the name
of safety, strict standards, high quality criteria and restrictions
on use are imposed, and standards should be based on risk
assessment, but there is a lack of data on the subject, and there
is still no clarity as to what constitutes tolerable risk in the
brazilian context for the composition of a pattern.
Key messages:
� According to the results obtained, it is verified that the

studied compounds have the potential to cause deleterious
effects on the evaluated organisms, according to the
ECOSAR model.
� Considering the little information available on the subject,

especially in relation to the incidence and persistence of
drugs in the environment, the continuity of studies is
necessary.
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Over the past decade, several outbreaks of cryptosporidiosis
have been reported in many EU countries in association with
the consumption of contaminated drinking water, recreational
waters, food consumption and contact with animals. The aim
of this study was to evaluate the occurrence of

Cryptosporidium oocysts in a drinking water treatment plant
(DWTP) located in a rural area of northern Italy. Influent and
effluent samples at the DWTP, together with tap water samples
from a public fountain were collected for three years (2013-
2016). All samples were analysed for the presence of
Cryptosporidium spp. oocysts by the EPA Method 1623
based on immunomagnetic separation (IMS)/immunofluores-
cence assay (IFA), complemented by 4,6-diamidino-2-pheny-
lindole (DAPI) staining. The detection has been implemented
with a reverse transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR) protocol to
evaluate the oocyst viability. The results highlighted a high
variability of oocyst concentrations in all samples (mean 4.3 -
5.8/100 L) and a high percentage variability of the DAPI-
positive specimens (mean 48.2% - 40.3%). Conversely, RT-
PCR did not reveal the presence of any viable C. parvum and
C. hominis oocysts. A nested PCR targeting Cryptosporidium
18S ribosomal DNA was carried out in two water samples to
deepen the understanding of the obtained results. This test
revealed the presence of a particular Cryptosporidium
genotype associated with wild animals in the river and in tap
water. Although the recovered Cryptosporidium genotype is
not a human pathogen, its presence demonstrates the existence
of a potential pathogen Cryptosporidium spp. contamination
risk. Moreover, these results underline the importance of
considering unconventional (not bacterial) biological contam-
inations (protozoa) in water resources in rural areas, including
those of developed countries.
Key messages:
� The supply source and the drinking water treatment plant

examined represent a classic example of a system that
requires continuous monitoring to guarantee population
health.
� Cryptosporidium oocysts may still be a Public Health

problem even in industrialized countries, especially in rural
and mountain areas.
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Urban interventions in the built environment can improve the
health of residents by impacting daily living patterns and
lifestyles. Co-creation of these interventions with residents
enhances their effectiveness. This pilot study investigates how
the co-creation process can be developed, with elderly as a
target group. The setting of the pilot is the area around a
shopping centre in a post-war neighbourhood.
Residents were recruited via the neighbourhood council and
existing networks, via student-recruiters and via door-to-door
flyers. They were asked to participate in the evaluation of
proposed interventions, which aimed to increase physical
activity. Virtual reality (VR) techniques were used as a tool to
communicate current and redesigned environments. We
organised three meetings for residents, where VR was used
to: 1) collect data on current urban issues, 2) evaluate the
different redesigns of the project location, and 3) present a
final redesign. During meeting 1 and 2, VR was supported by
questionnaires to collect data.
We recruited 31 residents with an average age of 65, mostly
through the neighbourhood council and existing networks.
Recruitment with flyers resulted in only 1 participant (<1%
response). The data collected from the combination of VR and
questionnaires showed that participants were likely to walk
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